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The open science movement is not just about openness
The replicability crisis is not just about replicability

The common goal is credibility

THE CREDIBILITY REVOLUTION
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PART III: Crisis
PART IV: Solutions
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PART I: VALUES AND NORMS



What makes science different from other ways 
of knowing?

VALUES AND NORMS IN SCIENCE



 Universalism
 The validity of a scientific claim does not depend on who is making it.
 No hierarchy.  Status should not matter. 

 Communality
 The findings of science belong to everyone, they are not private 

property.
 No secrecy.  Open communication is key.

 Disinterestedness
 Scientists should be focused on finding the truth, not on their own 

success.
 No self-interest.  Report whatever you find, even if it makes you look 

bad.
 Organized skepticism
 Do not take things at face value.  Verify others’ claims.
 Nothing is sacred.

MERTON’S NORMS



DOES SCIENCE FOLLOW 
MERTON’S NORMS?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anderson et al., 2007



“The credibility of scientific claims comes, in part, 
from the fact that their meaning is, at a minimum, 
available for other scholars to rigorously evaluate […]

Such open access to the origins of others’ 
claims is the hallmark of scientific ways of 
knowing. 
Accordingly, when social scientists fail to document 
their assumptions, decisions, and actions […] it limits 
others’ ability to understand the meaning of scientists’ 
claims.”

-Lupia & Elman, 2014, p. 20

WHY TRANSPARENCY?



TRANSPARENCY IS NECESSARY 
FOR CREDIBILITY

“Nullius in Verba”
Take no one’s word

Science means 
never having to say 

“trust me”



Open Science Advantage #1: 
It’s what makes science science

PART I: VALUES AND NORMS



TRANSPARENCY IS NECESSARY 
FOR CREDIBILITY



Open Science Advantage #1: 
It’s what makes science science

Open Science Advantage #2: 
If we don’t do it, others will stop trusting us

PART I: VALUES AND NORMS



IS SCIENCE SELF-CORRECTING?



Self-correction is an active process, and 
requires (Merton’s norms):
Universalism: No hierarchy – anyone can challenge 

anyone else’s finding
Communalism: Transparency – everything is out in 

the open
Disinterestedness: No conflicts of interest – truth is 

more important than personal success
Skepticism: Tearing things down is as valuable as 

finding new things

IS SCIENCE SELF-CORRECTING?



Open Science Advantage #1: 
It’s what makes science science

Open Science Advantage #2: 
If we don’t do it, others will stop trusting us

Open Science Advantage #3: 
It’s necessary for self-correction

PART I: VALUES AND NORMS
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PART II: STATS REVIEW



ERRORS IN SCIENCE



IS THERE AN EFFECT?
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TWO KINDS OF ERRORS
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TWO KINDS OF ERRORS
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FALSE POSITIVE RATE
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The Type I error rate is only 5% 
if we follow the rules of NHST

The #1 rule of NHST is:
Make your prediction, then test it

or

“Hypotheses cannot be tested using the same data that 
were used to generate the hypotheses in the first place”

-Wagenmakers/De Groot/Pierce

WARNING!!



Open Science Advantage #4:
Others can tell if you followed the rules of NHST

(and therefore, if your p-values are interpretable)
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PART III: CRISIS



WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE DON’T 
FOLLOW THE RULES OF NHST?
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HOW TO TURN ANYTHING INTO A 
SIGNIFICANT RESULT

Did you get the effect you predicted?

Did you get a different effect?

Publish

HARK!



HARKING





HOW TO TURN ANYTHING INTO A 
SIGNIFICANT RESULT

Did you get the effect you predicted?

Did you get a different effect?

Publish
Can you make an effect significant?

N
o

HARK!

p-hack!



Source: Leif Nelson’s slides



http://53eig.ht/HackingScience

H1: The U.S. economy is affected by whether Republicans or Democrats are in office



http://53eig.ht/HackingScience

H1: The U.S. economy is affected by whether Republicans or Democrats are in office





HOW TO TURN ANYTHING INTO A 
SIGNIFICANT RESULT

Did you get the effect you predicted?

Did you get a different effect?

Publish
Can you make an effect significant?

File drawer
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N
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HARK!

p-hack!



% significant (Psychology)

Fanelli (2012)



WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE DON’T 
FOLLOW THE RULES OF NHST?
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97% 37%xx

Open Science Collaboration, 2015, Science







What we’ve learned:
1. Common research practices violate rules of NHST 

and increase the rate of false positives
2. Many published findings are difficult or 

impossible to replicate

CRISIS: SUMMARY





Open Science Challenge #1:
If you don’t p-hack/HARK, 

your result will be less pretty.



FOR open science:
 Our values say we should
 The rules of NHST say we 

should
 If we don’t do it, others 

won’t trust us
 It makes science 

(potentially) 
self-correcting

SUMMARY SO FAR

AGAINST open science:
 Your results will be 

less pretty
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PART IV: SOLUTIONS



SOLUTION: ASSUME WE’RE HUMAN

We want to live up to Merton’s norms

We’re human



Transparency:
Making materials publicly available
Sharing data
Disclosing flexibility in data analysis
Distinguish between what was predicted and 

what wasn’t

HOW TO KEEP HUMANS HONEST



WHAT IS PRE-REGISTRATION?

Source: Leif Nelson’s slides



Transparency doesn’t guarantee credibility, 
but transparency allows others to evaluate 

the credibility of your scientific claims.

HOW TO KEEP HUMANS HONEST



Transparency
1. Open materials
2. Open data
3. Disclosure of flexibility
4. Pre-registration
High standards
1. Precision (large sample)

HOW TO KEEP HUMANS HONEST



WHY ARE LARGE SAMPLES BETTER?

https://rexplorations.wordpress.com/2015/09/05/animated-mean-and-sample-size/



Transparency
1. Open materials
2. Open data
3. Disclosure of flexibility
4. Pre-registration
High standards
1. Precision (large sample)
2. Calibrated claims (small p-values)

HOW TO KEEP HUMANS HONEST



WHY p = .04 SHOULD BE RARE



WHY p = .04 SHOULD BE RARE



http://rpsychologist.com/d3/pdist/



Transparency
1. Open materials
2. Open data
3. Disclosure of flexibility
4. Pre-registration
High standards
1. Precision (large sample)
2. Calibrated claims (small p-values)
3. Replication

HOW TO KEEP HUMANS HONEST





We want credibility.

Open science is critical to credibility
but it doesn’t guarantee credibility.

It allows others to evaluate your work 
and assess whether your claims are credible.

You also need high standards.

SUMMARY



What individual researchers can do
Be transparent: Let others verify your claims
Be skeptical: Try to prove yourself wrong

What gatekeepers can do
Journals, societies, universities, funding agencies

Value credibility above: impact, status, novelty
Publish null results, boring results, replications, 

errata, critical commentaries
Be transparent (esp. about conflicts of interest)
Be accountable (PPPR, self-audits, etc.)

POST SCRIPT







SCIENCE IS HARD

The end
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